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With this book, 
we learn easy Science.

Together, we understand  
our everyday objects.

Even as we stretch our minds 
to comprehend the cosmos.

0) Intro
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How do we eat for energy; 
move money with math;  

and energize our objects?
What is  

the urgency of:  
foods; functions & forces!



ASection A) FOOD

Section A - Food 

We eat FOOD  
to get Energy!



Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Joshua C. Bugayong
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- Breathe, Drink and Eat
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Where does my  
energy come-from?
Why do I breathe,  

drink and eat? 

1) Air, Water & Foodiii

May we be thankful for 
 air to breathe; water to drink 

and food to eat. 
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Teacher sees lots of wasted 
food at the school lunch room. 

Teacher and parents of the  
students come up with a plan.

1 1) Air, Water & Food
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The next morning the students  
get ready for school. They are  

surprised at breakfast.

1) Air, Water & Food
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  The parents answer,
"You will find out at school." 

"Hey!  Why is there no food  
on my plate?  There is no  

food on the whole table too?" 

1) Air, Water & Food
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With empty tummies  
the children go to school.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Teacher takes a deep, loud breath. 
He inhales and exhales again and again.

Teacher welcomes  
the students to class.

1) Air, Water & Food
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The students ask, "What are you doing?"
"I am breathing", replies Teacher.

He then asks, 
"Why do we breathe?"

1) Air, Water & Food
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The children are quiet.  They  
think about the question as 
they breathe in and out.

1) Air, Water & Food
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"Well", said the teacher, "let's see 
who can hold their breath for the  
longest time."  Some don't breathe  
for 30 seconds, others a minute.  
The winner holds a bit longer.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Teacher said, "We breathe to  
get air into our lungs.  Later, we 
will talk about why we need air."  

1) Air, Water & Food
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Suddenly, a student asks, 
"May I get a drink?  I  am  
thirsty!" Teacher answers,  
“Wait a minute please?”

1) Air, Water & Food
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"Why do we drink water?", asks  
the Teacher.   "Because we are 
thirsty", answers the class.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Teacher replies, "Yes but why are we 
thirsty?"  A clever student answers, 
"Because my body needs water." 
"Right!" said the teacher.  "We will  
learn more about this later."

1) Air, Water & Food
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The teacher hands an empty cup to each 
student. "People can't drink most of the 
water on earth because it is too salty or  
too dirty."   "In fact!" said the teacher,  
"We can drink less than 2% of all of  
the water on earth.  Two percent is two  
pennies out of a hundred.  Not very much!"

1) Air, Water & Food
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The students all get a drink of clear, 
cool water.   "Ahhhh! " The students  
say that clean water is special and 
should not be wasted.  Teacher agrees.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Soon, the students stomachs start 
making rumbling sounds. 
"We are hungry!" say the students!

1) Air, Water & Food
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Before, the teacher talks, the students  
say, "We know what you are going to ask 
next.  Why do we eat? Because we are  
hungry," answers the excited class!
"Excellent answer!", said the Teacher.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Teacher asks, "Why do we need food?"
"Food has vitamins that help us grow." 
said a student.  "Right!  Food is our  
fuel too," said the Teacher.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Teacher explains, "Let`s understand  
why we need - air, water and food.   
Let's put all these puzzle pieces  
together.  We breathe to get air into  
our lungs.  Oxygen in the air enters our 
blood stream.  In fact, it is oxygen mixed 
with iron that makes our blood red."

1) Air, Water & Food
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"When we eat, food goes down to our 
stomachs. There is water in our stomachs 
too.  The stomach breaks down food into 
tiny bits.  This is called digestion.  The 
very tiny food bits go into our blood." 

digestion

1) Air, Water & Food
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"Water is a liquid that helps 
blood flow around the body." 
"Wow!", say the students

1) Air, Water & Food
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Teacher continues, "The heart pumps  
blood throughout our bodies.  Blood 
takes air and food bits to every cell.   
Cells ‘burn’ the tiny bits of food  
and oxygen to make our energy."

respiration

1) Air, Water & Food
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"Who is hungry and thirsty?" 
asks Teacher?  "We all are," 
answer the students.

The hungry students eat their lunches  
all up.  A student raises his hand. 

1) Air, Water & Food
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"Teacher, it is a very interesting  
day.  I just want to say that I am 
thankful for air, water and food!"
"Me too!" said the other students.

1) Air, Water & Food
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Review

"We all use clear air, clean water  
and healthful food as fuel to make our 
energy.  We use energy to: breathe, 

drink, eat and all our other activities."

1) Air, Water & Food

 I breath air, drink water and  
eat food.  Inside me, they all  

work together to make my energy.
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Breathe, Drink, Eat 2 S Why do we breathe air, drink water and eat 
food?   How do they all work together to 
help us feel full and be full of energy?  Let’s 
start out hungry and thirsty to find out why 
we need - air, water & food!

Alford   Books

Air, Water and Food

VIDEOeBook
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Why do we breathe air, drink water and eat food?   
How do they all work together to help us feel full  
and be full of energy?  Let’s start out hungry and 
thirsty to find out why we need - air, water & food!

Back Cover 
Air, Water and Food



Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Chanita Worakhan

Good Food Goes Bad
-Why food spoils

i

Front Cover 
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Good Food Goes Bad
-Why food spoils 
with Funky Fairy
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Why does food 
spoil?  What can  
we do about it?

2 Good Food, Goes Bad

Spoiled food makes us sick. 
What are the ways to  
keep food from spoiling?
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Wu cleans the kitchen.   
He sees some spoiled food.

1 2) Good Food, Goes Bad



Wu wonders,  “Why  
does good food go bad?"

22) Good Food, Goes Bad



POOF!  Suddenly, Funky  
Fairy appears in the kitchen. 
"I can help answer that question!"

3 2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky explains, "See this spoiled 
bread?  Mold is growing on it.  Mold 
is a fungus.  So are mushrooms.  
Fungus grows in moist places  
like inside this bread bag.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Wu smiles. "Ah, I get it! 
That is why there is no  
mold on this old, dry toast.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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"Yes,” says Funky.  "Did you know 
that a fungus named yeast is added 
to bread dough to make the bread 
fluffy?  Baking kills the yeast.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky said, “Watch out, don't drink it.   
It will make you sick!"  Funky replies, 
"To understand what makes good milk 
go bad, let`s go on a little trip.

Wu looks at the almost empty  
milk container.  “What makes this 
milk taste sour and smell bad?” 

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky waves her magic wand.   
Swish!  Funky and Wu stand by a pond.  

Funky points.  "See that blue -green pond 
scum?  It is a tiny life form called bacteria.” 

2) Good Food, Goes Bad

cyano-
bacteria
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Funky teaches, “There are many 
different kinds of bacteria.  They  
are all around us. Bacteria are so  
small that millions of them fit on  
pin tip.  It takes special microscopes 
for us to see bacteria.”  With  
another wave of her wand,  
they are back in Wu`s kitchen.

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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“Over time, bacteria in the milk  
grow and turn the milk sour.”  
Wu asks, "Is there something we  
can do to keep milk from going bad?"

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky replies, "Yes!  After milk comes 
from cows, the milk is heated to kill 
bacteria.  Next, we keep milk in the 
fridge to slow bacteria growth.  Over 
time though, bacteria will spoil the milk.  
See the sell by date?  It tells us how 
long the milk will be good to drink.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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“Some bacteria make us sick,  
like sore throats and ear aches. 
Other bacteria, however, are 
more helpful.  Good bacteria also  
turn milk into yogurt and cheese.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Excitedly, Wu points to the rotten 
fruits and vegetables. "What happened 
here?
Did fungus or bacteria spoil them?" 
Funky waves her wand.  “First, let's  
do a little experiment.  Help me cut 
these fresh apples and bananas.  Feel 
free to eat a few too.  I know they 
taste good.  Put the rest on this plate.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky waves her magic wand again and  
it is suddenly several hours later.  Wu  
see how the fruit pieces on the plate  
have turned brown.  Funky explains.  
“Air changes the chemicals in the food.”

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky points to the spoiled fruits and 
vegetables.  "Over time, air, fungus 
and bacteria spoil the fruit and veg.  
Keeping food in the fridge, keeps it 
fresher for longer.  However, some 
tropical fruits like bananas and  
mangoes turn brown in the cold.

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky explains to Wu, “It is important 
to keep food areas clean too.  This  
reduces fungus and bacteria.  Also,  
food crumbs attract insects  
and animals.  They spoil food too.” 

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Wu asks, "How do we keep good  
food from going bad and spoiling?

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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With a flash, Funky and Wu  
are in a restaurant kitchen.

Funky teaches, "Everyone who works  
with food is trained how to handle it.  
This keeps customers from getting  
sick from spoiled food.  Here are  
some tips that we can use at home too!"

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Here are some actions that 
keep food from spoiling. 

Clean
Can
Cool
Cold
Cook
Cover
Close

 
Let`s look at a grocery store.

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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With a flash, Funky and Wu are in 
a grocery store.  Invisible to others, 
they see people working hard to  
keep the food and store clean.

Clean

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Next, Funky points out, that 
some food is in cans.  “Food 
is canned to keep air out.  
Canned food lasts longer  
than food exposed to the air.”

Can

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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They see cool milk in fridges and  
frozen dinners in freezers.  They  
notice how meat is kept cool, too.   
The cool and cold temperatures  
help keep food fresh.  It prevents  
fungus and bacteria from growing  
that would spoil the food.

Cool & Cold

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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In the deli, they see food  
being prepared and cooked.  
Cooking helps preserve food
by killing fungus and bacteria.

Cook

It is important to cook food at the right temperatures. 

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Wu notices how many foods, such  
as his favorite cookies, are covered. 
“Covering food keeps the air out too!”

Cover

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Wu walks down the cereal aisle and 
sees that the packages are closed. 
“That makes sense!  The closed  
boxes and sealed inner plastic bags, 
keep the cereal dry and air out too.”

Closed

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Next, Funky teaches, “Spices like  
salt and chili powder help preserve  
the food too.”  Wu said, "So hot  
countries like Mexico, India and   
Thailand use spices to keep food 
from spoiling.”  “Yes!"  Funky agrees.

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Funky and Wu return to Wu`s 
kitchen. They clean up.  They 
wash their hands and cook dinner  
for Wu’s family.  Wu is excited!

Wu shares what he has  
learned with his family.

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Wu and Funky show the ways to  
keep food from spoiling: clean,  
can, cool, cold, cook, cover, 
and close.”  Wu`s family claps.
Funky grins, then with a wand  
wave, POOF!  She is gone.

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Wu smiles,  
“I sure am glad there  
are so many ways to keep  
good food from going bad!"

2) Good Food, Goes Bad
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Science with Food

Good Food Goes Bad
-Why food spoils

2 S Why does food spoil?  What can 
be done to keep good food from 
going bad?  Find out with another 
adventure with Funky Fairy.

Alford   ebooks

www.ALFORDebooks.com

eBook VIDEO
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Review
Food spoils because of  
microbes like fungus and 
bacteria.  We can delay 
food from spoiling, when  
we clean, cool and cover it!

Bacteria  
spoils 
milk.

Mold 
spoils 
bread.

clean
cool

cover



Why does food spoil?  What can be done to 
 keep good food from going bad?  Find out  
with another adventure with Funky Fairy.

Back Cover 
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Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Jamie S. Mapa

No Plants,
No Food

Front Cover 
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No Plants, No Food
- with Sun, Soil and Seeds
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At the center of Earth Life is a  
circle of Sun, Soil, Seeds and Plants.

3)  No Plants, No Food

Why do I care about plants?
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Plants are all around us!  
Teacher asks, "What if 
there are no plants?" 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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Students answer, 
“There would be 
no green grass, 

No flowers, No trees.”

3) No Plants, No Food
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"Good answers," said Teacher.  
"Also, it is a fact: plants make  
food."  The students look puzzled. 
Teacher said, "Tonight you have 
homework.  Tomorrow, we will  
have breakfast together at school. "

3)  No Plants, No Food
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That night, students search the Internet. 
They ask, “Where do foods come^from?”

3) No Plants, No Food
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The next morning the students 
don't eat at home.  

They come hungry to school. 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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Students and Parents  
put food on the tables. 

3) No Plants, No Food
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"This smells good!" said the students.   
Teacher said, "Before we eat, let’s see  

which foods are made by plants." 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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 Next, teacher has a surprise. 
"Ok, please take away all the food 

made by plants." 

3) No Plants, No Food
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The students look at the table  
with plant products removed. 
A hungry student sadly said, 

"Well at least we can still  
eat milk, eggs and meat."

m
ilk

bu
tte

r
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"Not so fast." said teacher. 
 The students say, "Huh?"

 Teacher asks, "What do animals eat?"

3) No Plants, No Food
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The surprised students say,  
"Oh my!  Animals eat plants!"

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Oh No!" say the students. Teacher puts
labels next to the food from animals.

Animals 

eat 

plants! 

3) No Plants, No Food
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Parents take away the milk, meat,  
eggs.  All that is left on the table  
is salt, pepper, sauces and water. 

soy

3)  No Plants, No Food
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Parents say, "Pepper and these sauces come from 
plants."   They take them off the table. 
Teacher adds, "Salt can stay because  

it is a mineral.   Water stays too.  Later, we will  
see why water is important to plants and us." 

salt 

w
ater 
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Teacher asks, 
 "What if there are no plants?  

Students say, "Wow!  There will
be no food and no animals too."  

3)  No Plants, No Food
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Teacher asks, 
"Who wants us to bring back 

all food that comes from plants?"  
The hungry students all say, "Yes please!"

3) No Plants, No Food
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Parents bring back all the food.  
"Hooray!" say the students. 

As they eat, the students think  
about how food comes from plants. 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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After they eat, Teacher asks, 
"What do plants need to live?"

3) No Plants, No Food
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"Sunshine", said a student. 
"Yes, and what else?" asks Teacher.

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Dirt", said another student. 
Teacher said, "Yes, but not just any dirt. 

Plants need soil.  Soil has vitamins and 
minerals that help plants grow."

soil

3) No Plants, No Food
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 "What else?", asks teacher.  
As the class thinks, Teacher pulls something 

out of his pocket.  "What is this?" 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"A bean!" say the students. 
"Yes", said Teacher. "Beans are also seeds." 

3) No Plants, No Food
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"Let’ s see how seeds, 
grow in eight steps." 

"One,  
start with soil rich with vitamins. " 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Two, plant the seeds." 

3) No Plants, No Food
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"Three, water the thirsty seeds." 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Four, add sunshine." 

3) No Plants, No Food
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I planted these seeds a week apart.   
Look at how the plants grow overtime. 

Vitamins in the soil, mix with water.  
Plant roots 'drink' water that is 
mixed with vitamins and minerals.
Leaves catch the sun`s energy.  
So, plants are sun or solar powered." 

"Five, grow the plants."

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Six,  later, plants get flowers."

3) No Plants, No Food
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  "Inside flowers are pollen cells with DNA.   
DNA is directions on how to make more  
plants.  Bees, butterflies and hummingbirds,  
all help move pollen between flowers.  
What do pollinated flowers change into?"

"Seven, pollinate flowers." 

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Inside are seeds.  When the seeds grow,  
they start the food cycle all over again." 

"Eight, make fruits and veggies. " 

3) No Plants, No Food
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"Wow! Amazing!  Seeds grow into plants 
that make food! " say the students.

3)  No Plants, No Food
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"Remember that animals  
eat plants too," said a student. 
Teacher agrees.

3) No Plants, No Food
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Teacher replies,  "The main point is,
people eat plants and animals too.”  

3)  No Plants, No Food



Teacher points out, 
"This Thin Green Line, 
is the Food Web.  It connects 
our planet to plants and people." 

34

Food Web

3) No Plants, No Food
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"To close, seeds with soil and sun,  
become plants.  They make food  
that animals and us eat!"

3)  No Plants, No Food
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“Simply said, No Plants, No People.
When we take care of our earth,
we care for the plants that make 
our food too.  Awesome!”

3) No Plants, No Food
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What if there are no plants?  Inside this  
book, we see how our planet, plants and  
people are all connected.  Like magic, seeds  
turn sunshine and wet soil into food.  We  
learn to appreciate plants by seeing what  
the world would be like without them.  No Plants,

No Food

No Plants,
No Food

2 K

eBook
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Review

All of our food is linked 
to plants.  If there are 
no plants, then there 
are no people.  May  
this motivate us to  
take better care  
of our home planet.



What if there are no plants?  Inside this book, 
we see how our planet, plants and people are all 
connected.  Like magic, seeds turn sunshine and wet 
soil into food.  We learn to appreciate plants by 
seeing what the world would be like without them.  

Back Cover 

No Plants, No Food
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Section B - Functions

Functions are useful actions.  
They make our clothes; move our 
money; and explain our objects.

B Section B) FUNCTIONS

over

under
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Clothes Processes

Cozy
Clozy     

Alford   Books

Cozy Clozy - From Fibers To Fabrics is a  
short story that shows the following.  Why  
are fibers made into things?  How are clothes 
made and colored?  What things are made  
out of fibers?  Who uses fabrics?   
The brief, fun flowing words complimented  
with colorful and clear pictures share a story  
children love to hear.  After reading the book, 
children take an active interest in cloth.  They 
notice different fibers and fabrics in their 
world.  Adults also find themselves looking  
at labels  and understanding textiles more.

eBook

2 S



Written by Douglas J. Alford  
Illustrated by Betsy S. Hayes 

Cozy 
Clozy     

4) Cozy Clozy ii

Front Cover 
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 - From Fibers to Fabrics!

Cozy Clozy

© Copyright Manufacturing Application Konsulting Engineering
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What actions turn  
cotton into clothes?

4) Cozy Clozy 

The real silkworm is about this size.

 Hi!  
I am ‘Wormie’ the 

silkworm!  Look for me
in the story.

Science of Clothes
-VOOK
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Clothes 
are 

cozy!
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Where do clothes come from?

thread 

 cloth  
       

shirt    fibers   
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Clothes are made from cloth!
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Cloth is made from threads!

Look at thread 
up close.  

It is made of 
twisted lines. 

 Do the twist!
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Threads are made from fibers!

Fibers 
are thin 

and long.

Cotton seed and fibers.
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Plants, animals and  
people make fibers.

People use
chemicals to  

make fibers too.
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Cotton fibers grow on plants.

Bugs like the 
boll weevil eat
cotton plants.

It’s so 
soft!

cotton
flower

boll

The real boll weevil is about this size.
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The first airplanes 
had cotton cloth wings!

What is made from Cotton?

Today, many clothes are made from cotton.
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Did you know that money  
is made from the fibers  

of two plants?

Flax makes linen!

cotton 

flax
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Wool and silk fibers
come from animals.

Silk comes from 
what is called 
a worm but 
is actually a 
caterpillar. 

Wool comes 
from sheep.
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Yum!  

How do you go from
moth to cloth?
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This is the moth

that lays the eggs

that hatch into worms, 
that eat the leaves

and make silk cocoons.
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Why is silk  
called worm spit?

Silk comes out of the 
worm’s head to make a cocoon. 
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People make 
fibers from chemicals.
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This is how 
to make polyester.

Mix two chemicals
together,

add heat and pull into thin threads.

These clothes are made of polyester.

Poly

Ester
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It is interesting that soda  
pop bottles with this sign

are made from polyester too.
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Why do we wear 
different fabrics?
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We wear cotton
for comfort,

wool for warmth and silk because
it’s shiny!

We wear polyester because it resists wrinkles.
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Over

Under

Actions turn
fibers into cloth!

Threads go over
and under to
weave cloth.
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Here are more ways to make fabrics:

knit loops, criss-cross braid and smash felt.

These actions are used to:  
knit socks, braid shoe laces and make felt jackets.
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Cloth 
comes
in many
colors!
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Colors and shapes form patterns!

How are different
patterns put on to cloth?

plaid

paisley

polka dots
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This shirt is tied 
into many parts

and then dye is added

to make tie-dye!

Coooool shirt!

 Tie-Dye
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 Screen Print

Here is an example.

This screen has patterns that are printed on to cloth.
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 Roller Print

These rollers print long, repeating patterns.
This is the most common way to add color to cloth.
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Here is an example.



 Cut and Sew

Pieces of cloth are 
cut into shapes and sewn
together to make clothes.

cut sew
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Clothes are the results of these actions:

weave,

and sew.

cut
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Fibers make more than just clothes.
They also make things like...

curtains,

couches,

and carpets.
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We all use fabrics when we:

play,

work,

leap,

and sleep.
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Now, to close on clothes. 

First, people
wore animal skins.

Next, people wore
wool and cotton.

Today, we
also wear clothes 

made from chemicals.
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pillow

couch

back  pack

towel

me

rug

Because of this book, I now  
understand how fibers are made 

into the fabrics that I use everyday!
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Word List
Word Definition Page
braid Criss-cross threads together. 20

chemicals Ingredients that mix together to make things 6, 14

cloth Fabric made from woven threads 3, 19

cocoon Hard shell made by silk worms.  It is made of
silk fibers. It’s where the caterpillar turns into a moth.

12

cozy clozy Comfortable clothes 1

fabric Something made from fibers 20

felt Glue and smash threads together 20

fiber Something thin and long that is used to make threads 5

knit Loop threads together 20

pattern Colors and shapes 22

polyester A fiber made by people from chemicals. 15,16

roller print Apply color to cloth using sequential rollers.  This is the 
most common way to add patterns to cloth.

25

screen 
print

Use a screen (similar to a window screen) 
to squeegee color onto cloth.

24

sew Join pieces of cloth together with a needle and thread 26, 27

threads Fibers twisted together into thin and long strands 4, 5

tie-dye Tie cloth into parts and dye to make patterns. 23
weave Move threads over and under each other to make cloth. 19, 27

32
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Try It!

 Look at Labels to see what fabrics are 
made from!  What actions add color?   
How are the fibers turned into fabrics?   
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VIDEO

Science of Clothes
-VOOK

Welcome to the  
Science of Clothes!
Where do colored 
clothes come-from?
Let’s see the Seven 
Steps!
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From fibers to fabrics, 
it takes many actions to 
make our closets full of 
colorful, comfy clothes.

Review

35

thread 

 cloth  
       shirt    

fibers   
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Back Cover 

Cozy Clozy     
Cozy Clozy - From Fibers To Fabrics is a short  
story that shows the following.  Why are fibers  
made into things?  How are clothes made and  
colored?  What things are made out of fibers?   
Who uses fabrics?   
The brief, fun flowing words complimented with  
colorful and clear pictures share a story children  
love to hear.  After reading the book, children take  
an active interest in cloth.  They notice different fibers 
and fabrics in their world.  Adults also find themselves 
looking at labels and understanding textiles more.
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What are the math actions 
that make money move?

Money Math
-With Funky Fairy

© Copyright Manufacturing Application Konsulting Engineering (MAKE) 2020 
All rights reserved.  Teachers may copy this book for classroom use. 
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Math	makes	money	flow!

$7
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Funky Fairy likes math.  She has  
fun helping others learn math too.
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One day, Funky Fairy hears a lady yell.  
“Help!		These	numbers	don’t	make	sense!		 
I	don’t	know	how	much	my	bill	will	be?”
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“That’s	easy!”	said	Funky.		 
She reaches into her magic  
bag and pulls out a plus sign.

add
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Funky said, “Just use this plus sign 
to add your bill.  
Adding makes the number bigger. 
It tells you the total cost  
of	what	you	are	buying.”

+$1
$3 + $2 + $1 = $7
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“Wow!  Thanks!  This plus sign sure  
is handy!  I will use add	all	the	time!”

1
2 3 4

5 6

7 8 9
10

5 + 5 = 10 

Just then, at the next isle  
over, Funky hears a call for Help!
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Funky	quickly	flies	over	and	asks,	 
“How	may	I	help?”		The	man	replies,	
“How	much	should	my	change	be?”
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“Oh!		That	is	easy!”	said	Funky	
Fairy.  She reaches in her magic 
 bag and pulls out a minus sign.

7

subtract
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Funky said,“How much you pay,  
take-away your bill, equals your change!

$10 - $7 = $3

$4 $2

$7

$1

8 

The	man	asks,	“How	did	you	do	that?”
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Funky replies, “We use take-away 
that is also called subtract. 
It	makes	the	number	smaller.”

The man said, “Wonderful!  I  
will use take-away, all the time.

“Hey!  I just noticed that add  
and take-away are opposites.”

+ -
3 + 2 = 5 

5 - 2 = 3
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$10 - $7 = $3

Just then, a  
worker	asks,	“Help!”

Funky replies, “Back to your bill. 
Ten take-away seven is three.

The man smiles, “So 
my	change	is	three.”
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Funky	quickly	flies	over	and	asks,	“May	 
I	help	you?”		The	worker	replies,	“How	 
do	I	know	how	much	money	I	make?”
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Funky	said,	“Oh!	That	is	easy!”		She	 
takes a times sign out of her magic bag.

12

tim
es
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Funky asks the worker a  
couple of questions. “How  
many	hours	did	you	work?”		 
The	worker	answers,	“40.”

“How	much	do	you	make?”	
“$10	per	hour”

X
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Funky smiles and said,  
“Forty	times	ten	is	for	hundred.”

40 X $10 = $400

The worker asks, 
“How	did	you	do	that?”
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Funky said, “It is easy  
with times.  Times is also 
called multiply.  Multiply 
makes	the	number	bigger.”

Funky	said,”To	make	them	easier	 
to	learn,we	put	Times	in	a	Table!”

1

“For example, column times row.
Five	times	two	equals	ten.”

2 3 4 5
1

2

   X   = 105 2
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The worker said, “I will learn the 
Times Tables now.  Next time, I 
will be able to multiply by	myself.” 

Times 

165) Money Math

X 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
3  6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Multiply



Just then, there is a call for 
help from across the counter.
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The child said, “I only have $5!   
“How do I know how many cookies  
I can buy?  They cost 50 cents  
each. I want to share with my friends.
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Funky Fairy said, “That is 
easy!”		She	grabs	a	divide 
sign from her magic bag.

divide
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Funky said,  
“The	answer	is	10.”

The child asks,   
“How	did	you	do	that?”

Funky answers, “Five 
dollars	is	five	hundred	
cents. 

$5 = 500¢. 

Each	cookie	costs	fifty	cents. 

So	…”

50¢
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500 ÷ 50¢ = 10	cookies.”

“Five hundred  
divided	by	fifty	is	ten.	
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Funky Fairy laughs, “Divide	is	finding	 
out, how many parts are in a whole.   
For example, there are eight pieces in 
this	whole	pie.	Each	piece	is	1/8th.”
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Funky continues, “Divide also  
asks, how many of a number  
are in the total.  For example,  
how	many	5’s	are	in	20?		
The answer is 4.

Divide	makes	the	number	smaller.”		

÷
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 20 ÷ 5 = 4   
Twenty divided	by	five	equals	four.

5 10

15 20
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The child replies,  “Hey!   
I know that divide is  
the opposite of times.”

Funky agrees!   
Five times four is twenty. 

1 2 3 4 5
1

2

3

4

 5 X 4 = 20   
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The people at the store  
clap and clap.  They say,  
“Hooray	for	Funky	Fairy!”

Funky replies, “Hooray  
for plus, subtract, times  
and	divide	math	also!”
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Funky Fairy smiles,   
“What an amazing day!  
We added bills;  
subtracted change;  
multiplied a paycheck  
and divided pie!

Money Math is very  
useful and it tastes  
good	too!”
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Review

With simple math, we manage, 
where our money goes!

 2 X 2 = 4   
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How does math move money?  Funky  
Fairy helps us : add bills; take-away 
change; multiply wages and divide a pie.

$4 $2

$7

$1
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1 LMath
- Alford Book Triple

Money 
Math

Numbers Count

Math Shapes

2

www.alfordbooks.com

Alford Books
4

With this book, I learn the basics of counting numbers  
and beginning math.  Numbers tell me how many and  
how much.  Numbers count 1 to 9.  Before I count to 10, 
a number for nothing is needed.  It is called zero or  
a not.   This is the story of numbers from not to nine. 
Once I learn numbers, what do I do with them?
Funky Fairy shows me in the second book, Money Math.   
I see how useful numbers are.   I add up bills before  
I buy things.  I take away or subtract when I pay.  
Like, how I use ABC`s to make words, I use numbers to 
do math.  This is important because money moves with 
math. 



Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Jim Wilde 

Math Shapes
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Math Shapes
Why does Shape 

Math matter to me?
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Math shapes are  
all around us!
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"Hi, my name is Kai.
Our story starts with me 

in bad shape.  I do not  
understand shape math."
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Dad helps, "The starting point  
is just that."   "Huh?"  I say.

Dad said, "We start with a point." 

Point
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"First, draw one point and then 
another.  Connect them together to 
make a line.  Look around.  What 
line examples do you see?" asks Dad.

I reply, "The pencil is a line.    
There are lines on school papers too."

LineLine
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Here are more examples of lines & angles.

Angle

"Two lines meet at an angle.

Look at the sides of a pizza slice too."

angle
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Dad said, "Next, draw three points.  
Join them with lines.  This shape  
with three sides is a triangle."

Triangle

 I say, "Some signs are triangles". 
"Good", said Dad.  "Many house  
tops are triangles too!"
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Dad said, "Let`s draw four special  
dots.  We join them to make a square." 

I say, "Windows are square shape." 

Mom comes in bringing brownies and milk. 
"Brownies are square shaped too." she said. 
I say, "I didn`t know sweets could help  
me learn shape math too." 

Square

6

Each side 
is the same 
length.
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Diamond
"Turn a square to  
make a diamond shape.
Here are examples."

sign mirror

baseball diamond
7 6) Math Shapes



 Dad said, "Kai, please draw this smartphone 
shape.  When two sides are longer, the  
shape is called a rectangle."
I say, "This door is a rectangle too!" 
Dad replies, "You are understanding, shape math."

Rectangle
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Dad said, "Before we draw more shapes,  
we need to see the simple point again. 
Let`s draw round shapes with this tool.  
Here, you try!"

"I draw circles on paper using a  
compass.  Round and round I go."

Circle
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 I say, "Everyday, we see many  
circles like the sun and moon."

Dad said, "That is right!  Circles are  
useful to help us draw more shapes 
too.  Simply said,  I will show you  
how to make a five sided shape. "
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"First, we draw a circle with a compass. Then, 
cut it into 5 equal pieces with a protractor. 
Next, connect the points to draw a shape  
with 5 sides.  It is called a pentagon."

5 Sides

compass

protractor

72°

108°

pentagon

72
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Star

"We can use a pentagon to draw a star too."
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"We draw another circle.    
We cut it into 6 equal pieces.  
Next, we connect the points to draw a  
shape with 6 sides.  It is called a hexagon."

6 Sides

60

60°

120°
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"Bee honeycombs are hexagons."

14

I reply, "Stop signs have six sides too."
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Dad said, "Shape math helps us measure 
sizes too.  It tell us how big things are."

I say, "I learn how to use rulers in schools."

Size
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Rules

Dad said, "There is another important word,  
that sounds like ruler.  It is the word, RULE  
or function. We use the size data with  
shape math rules to describe shapes." 
I say, "HUH?"
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Area
Dad said, "There are Rules for Area.   
Area is how much surface a shape has.

For Squares and Rectangles,  
Area  is side times side.  That is,  
Area = Length X Width

Here are more Area Rules."
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"We use Area to find out things like ...

How much paint  
we need for a wall?"

How many tiles for a floor?

How much carpet for a room? 
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"Flat shapes have 2-Dimensions called 2-D.  
For example, Squares have length and width. 
The world we live in, has another dimension."

2-D

diamond
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3-D

"Real world shapes have 3-Dimensions 
called 3-D.  3-D shapes have length,  
width and height (tall)."
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Dad smiles and then points to the  
computer screen.  "A 2-D Triangle 
becomes a 3-D pyramid like in Egypt."

Pyramid
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I say, "I know what comes next.  A  
Square becomes a cube like this ice cube." 

"Excellent!  Think of building  
blocks and boxes too," replies Dad.

Cube
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Dad said, "We see 3-D Rectangles  
with cartons, tissue boxes and trucks." 

Rectangular
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3-D Circles are called spheres.
Buttons, balls and globes are spheres.

Sphere
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Cylinder

Dad said, "Shapes can be combined.   
Cylinders are circles and rectangles.   
Cans, cups and candles are cylinders."
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"A Prism is a 3-D combo of  
a triangle and a rectangle.  
A prism splits white light  
into a rainbow of colors."

Prism
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Real World Shapes

Dad recaps, "Shape math is important 
because our world is full of shapes.  
We learn math to make sense of 
all the shapes around us.  Look for 
lines, triangles, squares, diamonds  
and rectangles in this picture."
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I reply,  "Hey!  These 
shapes show their sizes too."

2 Liters

1 Liter1 Liter

1/2 Kilogram

1/3 Kilogram
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Shape Game
The next time we are in the car together,  
we play the "shape Game.  We all  
take turns saying the shapes we see!"
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Space Shapes

 Dad said, “There is shape math in  
Space too!  The sun, planets and Moon  
are Spheres.  Our Earth moves around  
the sun in a squish circle shaped orbit  
called an oval.  More than just outer  
space, there is a secret about Math.”

I ask, “What is it?”

oval
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Cyber Shapes

Dad said. “Shape math is inside computers too. 
This includes your video games also!  In game, 
cyber worlds are defined by shape math.” 
I reply, “Wow!”
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Dad said,  ”In Video Games, people and  
objects move because of shape math!”
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“Before we can score, game objects interact 
with each other because of shape math.”
I say, “So there are points and lines  
behind how I score points.  Excellent!”
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I now know shape math!  Tomorrow,  
I have a math test.  I am a little nervous." 

Te
st

To
m

or
ro

w
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"Hooray!  I get an `A`!"
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"To close, shape math is awesome!
Points make lines.  Lines become shapes.
Shapes are all around us.  Wow!  With 
shape math, I better understand 
the Real and Cyber Worlds!
I am in good shape with Shape Math." 
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Review
The lines of shape math are linked to 
the objects all around me.  Nature 
uses shapes like the circle spheres  
to make planets.  Many Digital  
Devices are rectangles on the out-
side.  Shape math defines the digital 
worlds inside my cybers games too.
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This book teaches us why shape math is 
important!  We learn that points, lines 
and shapes are not scary. We see shapes 
everywhere  We also see that shapes are 
in computers and smartphones too.  See 
inside for more main points and how they 
connect in useful ways!

eBook

Math Shapes



This book teaches us why shape math is important!  
We learn that points, lines and shapes are not scary. 
We see shapes everywhere  We also see that shapes 
are in computers and smartphones too.  See inside for 
more main points and how they connect in useful ways!
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C1Section C1) NATURE FORCES

Section C1 - Nature Forces 

NATURE FORCES are  
actions that affect the  
natural world around us.

climate

metamorphosis gravity
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7) Sand Sea

How can life live  
in dry, hot deserts?

iii

The sandy desert looks empty  
but it is actually full of life.
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Weather

What natural forces 
make a desert?

Lots of sunshine and little rain.

Special plants and animals  
adapt to the desert climate.
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Liz lives in a desert. 
The desert is sandy, 

hot and dry. 
Life adapts to live here. 
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Liz is a lizard. Her scales are 
like heat shields. They protect 
her from the sun and give her 
camouflage	in	the	desert.



3

One morning, Liz plays tag with her 
friends. Oops!  Liz accidentally slides 
and slides far down the sand dunes.
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Liz stops near a prickly pear  
cactus.	It	is	named	after	it’s	fruit.
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Nearby, Liz sees a barrel cactus. 
It is covered with sharp spikes.   
The spikes keep animals from eating 
the	cactus.		Its	flowers	are	pretty.		
A	gilded	flicker	bird	flies	by.
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Liz walks and walks up the  
sand dune. A big-eared  
jack rabbit bounces by Liz. 

scorpion
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Liz stops to rest in 
the shadow of the 
king of the cacti. 
It is called saguaro. 
It is old.

Notice the huge 
flowers	on	top.

Saguaro start growing  
arms when they are  
about 70 years old.
This cactus is over  
150 years old.

tarantula 
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 Birds make holes and build  
homes in the giant cactus.

7) Sand Sea
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Liz looks at the forest  
of giant cacti. Wow!  

7) Sand Sea



Just then a horned toad runs by.  
The spikes protect it from being eaten.
A horned toad is actually a lizard, but 
its broad shape reminds people of a toad.

10 

vulture
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Next, Liz sees something that 
looks like a wild desert pig called 
a javalina.  They eat the pads  
of the prickly pear cactus.

7) Sand Sea

javalina
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As Liz walks, a road runner bird 
quickly	runs	by.	Road	runners	can	fly	
but they like to run in the desert. 

Liz is glad the road runner is  
gone. Road runners eat lizards! 
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A prairie dog comes  
out of the hole from its 
ground house. He watches 
Liz climb up the sand. 

7) Sand Sea
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Prairie	dogs	aren’t	really	dogs.	 
They are cousins of squirrels.  
Prairie dogs eat seeds and insects. 
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Liz trips on the slippery sand. 
Liz sees a dung beetle roll by. 

Liz learned in school that long ago,  
people in Egypt believed that giant  
beetles rolled the sun across the sky. 
Liz thinks to herself, I wish a giant 
beetle could help me climb this big hill!
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Liz cools off in the shade of  
a mesquite tree. Liz looks at  
the seeds. American Indians  
eat these seeds. 

7) Sand Sea
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Mesquite wood is also used 
to make yummy BBQ!

ring-tailed cat
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Liz has walked a long way. Finally, 
she sees familiar palm trees. 

Liz knows that different types of 
palm trees make dates or coconuts. 

She smiles and waves  
to her friend Tortoise.  

7) Sand Sea
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Liz is glad to be  
back home at the oasis. 

7) Sand Sea

An oasis is a green place  
with water in a desert.
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Liz thinks about her adventure.  
She is amazed at all the life  
in this sea of sand.  Plants and 
animals have adapted to live 
here.  The desert is a sandy, 
hot, dry and special place. 

7) Sand Sea
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Review

Desert life adapts to 
the dry climate.  We  
all learn the important 
lesson to be adaptable 
to life’s many changes.



Desert

Sand Sea
-Full of Desert Life

One day Liz accidentally slides down  
a sand dune.  This is the story of the 
desert plants and animals that Liz  
learns about on her walk home.  The 
sandy desert looks lifeless and lonely  
but it is actually home to many unique 
flora and fauna.

Alford   Books
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One day Liz accidentally slides down a  
sand dune.  This is the story of the desert 
plants and animals that Liz learns about  
on her walk home.  The sandy desert  
looks lifeless and lonely.  But, it is actually  
home to many unique flora and fauna.

Back Cover 

Sand Sea
-Full of Desert Life

“Flora” are plants.  “Fauna” are animals.
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How can nature change  
a swimming tadpole  
into a hopping frog?

Amazing changes  
happen in our world!  

8) Tad`s Tale
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Tad uses her tail to break 
out of the egg sack.
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She looks around.  
The pond seems so big.
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Quickly, Tad swims behind 
a plant.  She doesn't  
want to be eaten.
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Tad eats plants and insects.  
Over time, she grows and grows.
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Tad's tail is great for 
swimming.  She likes to 
swim around the pond.
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Tad goes to eat her favorite 
plant.  Suddenly, a water bug 
pushes her out of the way.  
The water bug eats up  
the yummy plant.
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Tad's tummy rumbles.  She 
sees lots of potential food 
outside the pond.  If only 
she could catch it.   Inside 
the pond, Tad finds another 
plant to eat. 
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Over time, the pond seems smaller.   
Tad feels different.  She finds it  
harder to swim.  One day, as Tad  
swims around the pond, she sees  
her reflection.  Tad sees her tail is  
getting smaller.   Tad asks her dad, 
"What is happening to my shape?"

Dad teaches that the pond is the 
same size.  It is Tad, who is growing. 
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Tad said, "I don`t want to change." 
Dad replies, "I was once the same 
size as you.  Life changes and we 
adapt.  It is part of growing up. "

Tad thinks about Dad’s words. 
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Later, Tad sees her reflection  
again.  She is surprised.  She yells!  

"No wonder I can’t swim well  
any more.  I am losing my tail.   
Where did these legs come from?"
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Tad swims to Mom.  Tad asks,  
"What is happening to me, Mum?"
Mom replies, "You are growing  
up my dear. 
You are changing from a young  
tadpole into an adult frog."   
Mum helps Tad understand  
how life is changing.
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Over time, Tad's tail disappears.  
New shapes and sizes grow.  She 
gets hands, arms and long back 
legs.  Her face changes shape 
too.  Tad has a hard time  
swimming.  She often  
bumps into things.
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Tad pokes her new nose out 
of the water.  She realizes 
she can breathe out of the 
water.  She now has lungs.
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She walks slowly out of the water. 
Her legs wobble.  She sees  
another frog jump.  With practice,  
she learns to jump also.   Soon, Tad 
hops and hops all over the land.
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Tad returns to the water often. 
 
Even though she lives on land,  
she has to keep her skin wet.  Tad 
learns how to swim faster and farther 
then she could when she was young.
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Tad uses her long tongue to  
catch bugs.  "I like the food here  
better than in the water," said Tad.  
"The water bug can`t push me  
out of the way to get this food."

8) Tad`s Tale
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Tad likes being a frog. 

She likes to hop and briefly fly  
and then glide back to land.  She  
also likes to swim in the water. 

Tad swims better as a frog  
than she could as a tadpole. 

8) Tad`s Tale
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She thinks about her big change 
adventure.  She was once just an  
egg.  She hatched,  She ate and  
grew a long tail.  Next, She  
changes from a tadpole into frog.
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One day, it is time for Tad to become  
a Mum.  Tad lays her eggs at the  
water's edge.  She hops onto  
the land.  She looks back and forth  
between the water and the land.  

8) Tad`s Tale
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Tad reflects,  “I once lived only in  
water.  Now, I adapt to live on land. 
I am glad for the big changes.   
My children will do the same too!”
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A butterfly friend hears what Tad is saying.

“I know what you mean,” said the butterfly.  
“I was once a caterpillar and walked with 
many legs.  Now I have wings and a long  
nose.  I can fly.  I can also drink sweet  
nectar from flowers.”

8) Tad`s Tale
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Tad agrees. 

“As a child, I live only in a small  
pond.  Now, as an adult I can  
hop from place to place on land.” 

Tad curiously sees some humans.
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Tad looks at the babies,  
children and adults.  Tad  
sees that humans change too.

8) Tad`s Tale
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Tad’s eggs hatch.    
She teaches her kids. 

“Today, we are alive.  Be  
happy with the size you are. 

Understand, that over time,  
life doesn`t stay the same.   
We do adapt and thrive, to 
many changes in our lives!”

8) Tad`s Tale
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Life Changes

Tad's Tale
- Life Changes

2 L

eBook

At first, Tad swims in a small pond.  
One day, changes start to happen.  Tad  
finds it harder to swim.  Over time, She 
adapts to live on land.  We learn that 
changes happen to us as we grow up too. 

Alford   Books

VIDEO
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DNA are special codes 
that tell cells what to be.  
DNA direct cells to grow 
from babies to adults!

Review
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Like different chapters  
of a book.  Different  
parts of the same long  
DNA code are read to  
make a tadpole change  
into a frog.  Same thing  
happens when butterflies.  

Metamorphosis is profound life  
change from one form into another.



At first, Tad swims in a small pond.  One 
day changes start to happen.  Tad finds  
it harder to swim.  Over time, she 
adapts to live on land.  We learn that 
changes happens to us as we grow up too. 

Tad's Tale
- Life Changes
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Moon Race

1

What forces enable feet 
from earth to walk on the Moon?

Dedicated to all those who have worked for space travel.  
May we harness the courage to continue the quest. 
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Sergei Korolev in the Soviet Republics  
and Werner von Braun in the United States 
were ‘fathers’ of the Moon Race Programs.

Sergei Korolev Werner von Braun
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The night sky is full of stars. 

We start with a few space facts! 
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Stars look small because they  
are far away from us.  They give  

off light.  Stars are actually  
suns similar to our Sun. 

Size wise, over 100 Earths could fit across our Sun. 

Our Sun is about one million 
times bigger than the Earth!
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Light travels FAST! 
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Light goes from the Sun to the Earth  
in eight minutes.  Sunlight takes  
hours to reach further away Neptune.

Sun

It takes years for light to go from the nearest 
stars to our eyes on Earth.  Stars are in space.

Space
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Space is infinitely bigger than we can image.  
There are billions of stars in a galaxy and  
large numbers of galaxies in the universe.   
There may be many universes in the  
multi-verse too?
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Space is different than the Earth.  
There is no air in outer space.   Planets  
move around the sun because of gravity. 

Gravity is a force that makes small objects ‘fall’  
towards bigger ones.  Gravity is why apples fall off trees.
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Rockets burn  
fuel and oxygen. 

The fire pushes down and the rocket goes up. 

 How do rockets work?  
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Where did rockets  
come from? 

Long ago, the Chinese made 
the first small rockets using 
bamboo and gunpowder. 

Solid rockets use solid fuel that includes oxygen. 
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In the 1880’s, a Russian scientist  
named Tsiolkovsky wrote about rockets. 

In the 1920s, American Robert Goddard 
made the first liquid-fueled rockets.  

Liquid rockets use liquid fuel and oxygen. 
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In the 1940s, during 
World War II, the  
Nazis made V-2 rockets. 
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After World War II,  
German scientists went  
to work in other countries.
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 Why was there a Moon Race?

 In the 1950’s, two countries, the  
United States – US - and the Soviet 
Republics – SR - wanted to be the  
best in Space. There was a  
race to be the first to the moon.
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 In 1957, SR launched the first  
satellite.  It was called Sputnik. 

 A satellite is an object  
that orbits the Earth.  
Orbit means to go around. 

The first US satellite  
was named Explorer 1. 

Today, satellites send TV and  
telephone signals around the world.

Sputnik
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Unfortunately, over half of the first  
fifty space race rockets failed.  The US 
shared news of all launches, even the  
failures.  SR kept their failures a secret. 

Worldwide newspapers mocked the  
failures as “kaputnik”, “oopsnik” and “stayputnik”.
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SR sent the first 
animals into space.  
A dog named Laika 
was the first to  
circle the Earth. 
The dog died in 
space.  In different 
missions, other dogs 
were brought back 
to Earth alive.

The US sent  
monkeys and  

chimpanzees into 
space like Ham the 
Chimp-naut.  After 
a short sub-orbital 

flight, Ham splashed 
down into the ocean. 
He lived the rest of 
his long life in a zoo.
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The Cosmonaut’s name was 
Yuri Gagarin.  He was the first 
person to orbit the Earth. 

In April 1961, SR put  
the	first	person	into	space.	
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Premier Khrushev was SR`s Leader.
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SR, Moon Race rockets are  
called the Voskhod and Vostok.

They are based on SR`s R-7 Missiles.
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In May 1961, President Kennedy 
energized the US Space Program. 
He set the goal to make it  
to the moon before 1970.
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At first, the US put one astronaut  
at a time into space.  These missions 
were called the Mercury Project.

Mercury was named after the Roman messenger to  
the gods.  Mercury is also the planet closest to the sun.
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With the Mercury Project, the US launched people 
into space and safely returned them to Earth.  

John Glenn was the first US  
astronaut to orbit the Earth. 
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Gemini is the  
star sign for twins.

In the mid 1960s, the US Gemini Project 
sent two astronauts into space together.  

SR sent two people into space first.  
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SR did the first space walk.

The US walked in space next.

With the Gemini Project, the US learned how  
to control the space-crafts and work in space.
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Both the US and SR sent special machines 
called probes to the moon.  They gathered 
data about what the moon was really like. 
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The goal of the US Apollo Project was  
to send three astronauts at a time to  
the moon. 

A new rocket 
called the  
Saturn V  

was invented.

They are based on Titan Missiles.

SR sent three people into space first.  
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Sadly,	the	first	US	Apollo	mission	failed.	

While the Saturn 1-B 
rocket was on the 

ground, a fire, killed 
the three astronauts. 
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Both, SR and US were motivated  
by the race and recent failures.  
They invented new materials and  
processes for trips into space.
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For example, new stronger and  
lighter materials were created  
for the hostile environment of  
space. The Saturn V rockets were 
made out of a new aluminum alloy.
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New welding processes were  
invented to join the giant  

pieces of the fuel tanks together.
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Before ready for space, the hardware 
was extensively tested and the people 
thoroughly trained.
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The US learned a lot from ten  
Apollo missions before sending  
people to to try to land on the moon.



In 1969, Apollo mission 11 aimed for 
the moon with three astronauts inside.

399) Moon Race
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It took four days to get to the moon.  
Americans, Neil Armstrong and Buzz  
Aldrin were the first to walk on the moon. 
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Six US space-crafts with  
astronauts landed on the moon.  

Astronauts did science experiments and explored 
the moon in a ‘buggy’ called the Lunar Rover.  

In 1972, Apollo 17 made the last trip to the  
moon.  Further lunar flights were canceled due to  
cost pressures, politics and lack of public interest.
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Who made trips to the moon possible?  

It took lots of people to make the many 
things needed to go to the moon.  New  
objects were invented.  The chase to space 
cost the US over $25 Billion. Today, we 
have personal computers and cell phones  
as spin-offs from the first space race.

Over a million SR and US people  
worked on the 1st Space Race.
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In the early 1970’s,  
the US launched a  
Skylab into Earth orbit. 
Astronauts lived there 
for a few months and 
then the station was 
abandoned. 

Mid 1980’s,  
Russia built a 
space station 

called Mir.  
Cosmonauts and 
others lived and 

worked above 
the Earth. Some 

people spent 
over a year in 

space. The  
inhabited Mir 

orbited the 
Earth for over 

14 years. 
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Since the 1980’s, the US has launched  
five Space Shuttles over 120 times. 

The Shuttles are named: 
Challenger, Atlantis,  
Endeavour, Columbia  

and Discovery.  
Challenger & Columbia 

exploded during  
missions.  

The crews were killed. 

The Shuttles orbited the 
Earth but could not fly to  
the moon.  After 135 missions, 
the US Space Shuttles wore 
out without being replaced. 
The last one flew in 2011.
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By the year 2000, the US, Russia and other 
countries built an International Space  
Station (ISS).  It is a research lab where  
we continue to learn about living in space. 

It took lots of people to make the many things 
needed to go to the moon. New objects were  
invented. The chase to space cost the US over  
$25 Billion. Today, we have personal computers and 
cell phones as spin-offs from the first space race.



The Hubble Space Observatory takes  
pictures of space.  Like a giant travel 
guide, it shows us where we could go.

46 9) Moon Race
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Hopefully Humanity will work  
together to explore and settle outer space!
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We acknowledge the brave men and women who  
have ventured into space e.g. Russian Cosmonauts, 
American Astronauts and Chinese Taikonauts. 



u
 

u
 

u
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Review
Rocket energy overcomes 
Gravity to propel people into 
space.		Let’s	hope,	we	continue	
the quest to explore our inner  
selves and outer space.

519) Moon Race
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How did the US win the 1st Space Race to the moon? 
Certainly economy, industry, and national pride played important 
parts in the US win.  Before the moon landing, there was secret 

ingredient.  The US made Space exciting, interesting and 
entertaining.  Walt Disney played an important role.  

With Disneyland, TV programs, comics, toys and games, 
he brought the space race into everyone`s homes and hearts.

Mickey and the Moon

Walt
Disney

Von
Braun

Fair Use
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Today, some private companies 
seek profits in space as well as 
to support space exploration.

9) Moon Race
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Treks into space start in the human heart.
Chase to Space is the true story about the 
race to the moon between the United States 
and Soviet Republic.  The US was significantly 
behind at the beginning of the Space Race.
How did the competition lead to the first 
lunar landing?  Why did the US spend $25 
billion on the celestial quest?  What new items 
were invented for space travel?  Once the US 
landed on the moon, why did they stop going 
there?  
Today, we need a fresh vision with renewed 
vigor toward space exploration!  Multiple na-
tions around the world are launching rockets.  
Like a starting pistol, they signify the next 
space race is on.
Who will win?
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VIDEO

Moon Shoot
-VOOK

Welcome to Moonshot Science.
Many of our everyday objects 
link back to the race to get to 
the moon.  To better understand 
our world today,  let’s see the 
Science of the 1st Lunar Landing 
in 12 Steps.
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VIDEO

Moon Race
-VOOK

Welcome to Moon Race!
Teams from two countries 
compete to be the first  
to walk on the moon.
This is the true story  
of the chase to space.



Treks into space start in the human heart.
Chase to Space is the true story about the  
race to the moon between the United States  
and Soviet Republic.  The US was significantly  
behind at the beginning of the Space Race.
How did the competition lead to the first lunar  
landing?  Why did the US spend $25 billion on  
the celestial quest?  What new items were  
invented for space travel?  Once the US landed  
on the moon, why did they stop going there?  
Today, we need a fresh vision with renewed vigor  
toward space exploration!  Many countries around 
the world are launching rockets.  Like starting  
pistols, they signify the next space race is on.
Who will win?   What if all nations  
explore space together and humanity wins?

579) Moon Race

Moon Race
Back Cover 



Section C2 - Tech Forces 

TECH FORCES are the  
powers of technology that  

profoundly change our world.

C2 Section C2) TECH FORCES

Profound = deep, significant, intense impact.
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COMBO

www.alfordbooks.com

Alford Books

There are more tech objects like computers and 
smartphones around the world, than the number 
of people on this planet.   See inside this book 
to learn to balance and understand Technology 
better. 
Our phones are smart because they can do things.   
We can image ourselves in the past, struggling  
to carry separate phones, music players, cameras  
and paper maps.  Today, we do all this with a 
smartphone with built in sensors and apps 
instead of separate objects. 

Technology
- Alford Book Combo

Too  
Much  
Tech!

Smart- 
phones
Before
Apps
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Too much entertainment 
causes Too-Tain-Itis!

iv

How do our digital  
devices impact us?
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Ta watches TV, then plays 
many video games. Next,  
Ta uses his smart phone  
for hours and hours on end.  

10) Too Much Tech
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Suddenly, Ta  
doesn’t	feel	too	good.	
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Ta goes to the doctor.  
The Doctor runs tests.

10) Too Much Tech
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“Just	as	I	thought.”
“You	have…	TOO-TAIN-ITIS.” 
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Ta asks, “Is it serious?   
What	is	Too-Tain-Itis?”
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The Doctor replies, “It 
can be serious. But with 
work,	it	is	fixable.”
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Look at the results of 
your Bal-Scan.  You  are 

over-entertained and 
under-informed.
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Ta asks excitedly,  
“How	do	I	cure	it?”
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The doctor replies, “Well, it is 
like this.  You know how only 

eating sweets makes your body 
weak?”	Ta	answers,	“Yes.”
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The doctor continues, “Well, 
Entertainment is like mind  
candy.  Too Much Techno  
entertainment - like constantly 
using TVs and smartphones -  
makes	your	mind	weak.”
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Ta smiles.  “I see!  I 
know	how	to	fix	that!”
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The next morning Ta jumps 
out of bed.  He eats and then 
rushes to school.  Ta thinks about 
the Bal-Scan. He studies hard.
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Ta plays to get exercise too.
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After a couple of months, 
Ta goes back to the doctor.   
He takes another Bal-Scan.  
The results show that Ta  
is balancing his time better.
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One day at school, Ta 
learns something amazing!  
Video games and smart 
phones use math!
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Ta learns how to 
program software. 
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Ta helps his friends with 
their smart phones.  He 
designs his own apps too!
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While playing video  
games, Ta has an idea…

10) Too Much Tech
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“For my career, I want  
to design my own video 
games	and	software	apps.”

10) Too Much Tech
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Ta works hard at school.  
He balances time between studying, 
working	and	playing	.		He	doesn’t	
want to get Too-Tain-Itis again!

The End. 10) Too Much Tech



Ta is a Tarsier. Tarsiers are  
primates, which means they are 
related to monkeys.  They are 
some of the smallest primates.  
Tarsiers live in the Philippines.  
They have enormous eyes.  This 
helps them catch insects at night.  

21
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Review
Too-Tain-Itis is too much  
tech fun at the expense of  
living our lives.  May we balance 
our tech entertainment as  
we keep our minds informed. 
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eBook

Smartphone 
Objects Before Apps

Alford   Books

Cameras, maps and video game consoles 
were all once their own separate objects.  
Today, these items and many more are 
part of our phones.  Inside this book,  
is the true story of the objects  
before they became smartphone apps.

VIDEO
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Technology Overload

Too Much Tech!  
- Undo, Over Entertained 

2 S

Alford   Books

Ta spends most of his time in front  
of the TV or on his smart phone.  One 
day Ta doesn’t feel well.  The Doctor 
tells Ta, “You have Too Much Tech.”  
This story teaches us how to undo  
too much tech entertainment.

eBook VIDEO



Ta spends most of his time in front  
of digital devices.  One day Ta doesn’t 
feel well.  The Doctor tells Ta, “You 
have Too-Tain-Itis.”    
This story teaches us all, how to  
undo too much tech entertainment.

10) Too Much Tech

Back Cover 

Too Much Tech!  
- Undo, Over Entertained 
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Birds	flap	and	find	a	way	to	fly.		They	are	able	
to control their wings to push up and go forward.  
With	airplanes,	humans	are	able	to	fly	too.		 
The materials used to make planes, sink in  
water.  With jet engines and streamlined shapes, 
magically, all the heavier than air parts of the 
plane are able, together,to get us airborne.  Our 
feet are no longer gravity-glued to the ground.  
We Earth-Lings are now Sky-Lings.   
Airplane	wings	still	have	wing	parts	called	flaps.

AIRPLANES!
Alford Book Combo

Science of Airplanes

Airplane Intro

COMBO

3

S

eBook

2
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When we fly,  
these forces are with us: 
Forward, Back, Up & Down.
The breaths we take give  
us a clue to the secret  
ingredient of flight! - AIR!

11) Airplanes

What are the Forces of Flight?  
How do airplanes fly with their 
can-shaped bodies and swept-
back wings?
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This airplane weighs as much 
as 100 elephants.  How can 
something so heavy get off 
the ground?

1

Intro

Why do airplanes fly?
11) Airplanes
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1) Thrust Forward
2) Lift Up
3) Drag Back
4) Gravity Down

Four Forces

It is all about 
four uneven forces.

Gravity

Lift
Thrust

Drag

11) Airplanes



Engines thrust air backwards. 
Thrust pushes the plane forwards. 
There are two types of engines.

3

1) Thrust Forward

11) Airplanes
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Prop planes have engines similar to 
cars.  Burning fuel pushes pistons 
that turn propellers. The propeller is 
shaped like a twisted wing.  Turning 
propellers thrust air backwards.   
Thrust pushes the plane forwards. 

Propellers

11) Airplanes
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Jet engines don`t have propellers.   
Inside, fans squish air into chambers.   
Next, fuel burns.  The exhaust pushes  
backwards. This Thrusts the plane forwards.

Jet Engines

Air In Squish Air Burn Exhaust

ExhaustThrust

11) Airplanes
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The shape of the wing, forces air to flow 
faster over the top.  There are two ways to 
think about how wings push or lift the plane 
up.  The faster air from on top flows over 
the wing and then down to push the plane up.

2) Lift Up

11) Airplanes
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Blow over a piece a paper.  See air  
pressure push up or lift the paper up.

Another way to see this, is that the 
faster air on top has lower pressure.  
The slower air under the wing is higher 
pressure.  The higher pressure air  
under the wing pushes the plane up. 
This is called lift.

Wings Lift

11) Airplanes
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An airplane's first name is “air”. 
Air is important to why planes fly. 
We live in a sea of air. 
Earth`s air is 60 miles (100 km) tall.

Air has pressure.  
As said, differences 
in air pressure from 
the wing`s top and 
bottom, push the 
plane up.

Air Pressure

11) Airplanes
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Bike riders streamline their shape  
so they go faster through the air.
Air in front of planes also pushes back. 
This slows the plane and is called drag.  
During flight, the engines have to push 
harder to overcome drag. 
Drag is useful to slow the plane  
down when we want to land.

3) Drag Back

Air

11) Airplanes
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When a plane is flying, slowing  
the plane leads to less lift.   
Gravity then pulls the plane down.

4) Gravity Down

A large object  
pulls on smaller  
objects.  This  
is called gravity.  
Gravity pulls  
apples down  
from trees.  
Gravity also  
keeps us on  
the earth.

11) Airplanes
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Uneven Forces

These are the four uneven forces of  
flight.  Let's look at how they make a plane 
with the weight of a herd of elephants fly. 

11) Airplanes
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From the gate, the plane is slowly  
pushed to the runway.   The engine  
power increases. Thrust pushes  
the plane forward faster and faster. 

Taxi

11) Airplanes
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Air flows fast over the wings. 
Lift, pushes up as gravity pulls down. 
There is a WOW point, where lift up is 
greater than gravity down. Suddenly, the 
plane lifts off the land. The Weight is 
Off the Wheels. WOW!  The plane flies. 

Weight Off Wheels - WOW!

11) Airplanes
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Take Off

Next, lift continues to push  
the plane up into the air.

11) Airplanes
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Cruise

There is a point where lift up and  
gravity down are even or balanced.   
The plane stops climbing.  Engine thrust 
continues to push the plane forward. 

Lift up equals gravity down.  Forward 
thrust is more than the drag back.

11) Airplanes
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Control

During flight, controls  
change the plane's direction. 

Rudder

Elevators

Spoiler

Aileron

11) Airplanes
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Rudder YAW

Rudder moves the  
plane left or right.

Rudder

11) Airplanes
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Tail elevators move  
the plane up or down.

Elevator PITCH

Elevators

11) Airplanes
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Ailerons roll the  
plane from side to side. 

Aileron ROLL

Ailerons

11) Airplanes
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Pilots combine the three controls  
to change the plane's direction 
smoothly.  This is more comfortable 
for the passengers and crew. 

Pilots call the three control  
directions: Yaw, Pitch and Roll.

Combo Controls

Elevator

PITCH

YAWROLL

Ailerons Rudder

11) Airplanes
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GPS or Global Positioning System is a ring of  
satellites that tell location on and around the  
earth.  This satellite navigation is called sat-nav.

Navigate

Planes find their 
way the same way 
as smartphone map 
software.  

They use GPS or 
similar systems.  

11) Airplanes
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Pilots in airplanes  
communicate by radios 
with ground stations 
for permission to land.

Communicate

11) Airplanes
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Gravity Down
So how do we bring the plane back to land?

Slowing the engines, 
reduces thrust and 
reduces air flowing 
over the wings  
which reduces lift.

Gravity is now stronger than lift.  
Gravity pulls the plane down.

Gravity

Lift

Thrust

Drag

11) Airplanes
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Spoiler flaps increase drag.  
This reduces the plane's speed too. 

Drag Back

Thrust reversers and brakes on  
the ground help slow down the plane.  

spoilers

thrust reverser

11) Airplanes
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And so our story of flight has  
come full circle, from the land  
to the sky and back to land again.

Steer & Stop

Like a car, the steering moves  
the plane right or left on the land.    
Brakes stop the plane at the new gate.

11) Airplanes
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Forces of Flight

The science of flight is simple. 
     Engines thrust forward.
     Wings lift.
     Drag slows. 
     and Gravity pulls the plane down.

THRUST
DRAG

LIFT

GRAVITY

11) Airplanes
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The first ingredient of why planes fly  
is air.  Engines force air backwards to 
push the plane forwards.  Air flows over 
and under wings to lift the plane up.   Air 
resistance drags the plane to slow it down.

Conclusion

Gravity brings the plane, back down to  
earth.  Gravity also holds a circle sphere  
of air around the earth.  Planes fly  
around the world in this atmosphere. 

Now we know why heavy airplanes fly!   
Simply said, flight is the right combo of air 
pressure and thrust, lift, drag and gravity.  

11) Airplanes



1) In four words,  
    why do airplanes fly?

Here are 8 interesting  
questions about flight.

28

3)THRUST

4) DRAG

1) LIFT

2) GRAVITY
11) Airplanes



2) What are three Flight 
Control directions called?

29

Center of 
Gravity

1) Pitch

3) Roll 2) Yaw

Roll  
Axis

Pitch Axis

Yaw Axis

11) Airplanes



3) What are the three  
parts that control the plane?

30

3) Ailerons

1) Rudder

2) Elevators

11) Airplanes



4) Why do jet airplanes  
have swept wings and  
engines hanging below?

31

Propeller planes have straight wings.  Jet engines 
are so strong they can cause a problem called 
flutter.  Flutter is uncontrolled bending up and 
down of the wing.   This can break the plane.  
Swept wings and engines below the wing,  
fix this problem. 

11) Airplanes



5) Why did the first  
commercial jet aircraft 
called "Comets" crash?

32

Metal fatigue caused cracks in 
the fuselage at the corners of the 
square windows.  This caused 
the planes to crash.

11) Airplanes



6) How much does a wide 
body commercial aircraft 
weigh?

33

At take off, a fully loaded wide-body airplane 
weigh as much as one hundred elephants. 

x 100

11) Airplanes



7) Why does the shape of  
wing change during flight?

34

The wing changes shape to provide:  
1) Higher lift during take off
2) Streamline during flight
3) Spoilers to slow down and stop

2) Cruise
1) Take off

2.) Cruise

3) Stop

Slats

Flaps

11) Airplanes
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8) Speed of sound
Why do commercial planes  
fly below the speed of sound?

The speed of sound is about 1,234 Kilometers  
per hour (767 miles per hour).  At this speed,  
Drag increases and the airplane is harder to control.  
Commercial planes are not designed to go faster  
than the speed of sound.  This picture is a fighter 
plane going faster than the speed of sound also  
called breaking the sound barrier. 

11) Airplanes
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With airplanes, we earthlings 
are no longer gravity-glued on 
the ground.  We fly to the sky  
and soar.  We are sky-lings now.



37 11) Airplanes

ExhaustThrust

Review

Air flows to make planes  
move.  Engines thrust forward.  
Wings lift up.  Flight controls, 
direct the plane from take-off 
to the landing destination.
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Science of Airplanes
-Why Airplanes Fly! 

eBook

Somehow seeing birds fly, makes sense to  
us.  But what about an airplane that weighs  
as much as an elephant herd?  How can  
heavy planes fly?  See inside this book  
for the science of engine push; wing lift;  
drag back and gravity down.  Moving air  
is the magic ingredient that enables flight.

VIDEO
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Somehow seeing birds fly, makes sense  
to us.  But what about an airplane that 
weighs as much as an elephant herd?  
How can heavy planes fly?  See inside  
this book for the Science of engine  
push; wing lift; drag back and gravity 
down.  Controlled moving air is the 
magic ingredient that enables flight.

Science of Airplanes 
Back Cover 
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This is the true story of 
the science to make cars.
. From Piece Parts  
. To the Complete Car

What actions turn  
atoms into automobiles?
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C) Cut apart 
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E) Spot Weld 
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G) Put Together
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Start Small

1

First, brief science  
before we make cars.
Parts are made  
of very tiny atoms. 
Anything made of  
atoms is called "matter."

matter

12) Cars
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Charges

Inside atoms are two charges. 
Positive (+) centers, circled  
by negative (-) electrons. 
Electrons flow to make  
electricity. 
Next, we learn about  
atoms, molecules and mixes. 

12) Cars
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Atoms

Different atoms  
are made of different 
numbers of positive  
and negative parts. 
Atoms that are all  
the same are called  
elements. 

This model is the lithium atom. 
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Here are some more atoms.

Carbon atoms 
have 6 + and  
6 - parts.

Iron atoms 
have 26 + and  
26 - parts.

Atoms can join together.

Neutrons are not talked about in this book.

12) Cars
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Molecules

Different atoms join  
together to make molecules. 
Water is an example.  Two  
hydrogen atoms join with  
one oxygen atom to make  
one water molecule. 

Water is also 
called H2O. 

12) Cars



Mixes

Atoms also mix together  
like a fruit salad to make  
new materials.  Steel is a  
mixture of separate iron  
and carbon atoms.

6

Fe C 

12) Cars
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Matter

Atoms, molecules and  
mixes, are all matter. 
Matter comes three ways: 
solid, liquid, and gas.  
It depends on how much 
heat it has.  For example: 
Cold solid ice; Warm liquid 
water and Hot gas steam. 

cold
warm

hot

12) Cars
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Gas & Liquid

In a gas, atoms have space  
between them.  Air is a gas.  
It is a mixture of Nitrogen 
and Oxygen and other gases. 
In a liquid, atoms are closer 
together.   Liquids flow.   
Tap water is a liquid.

12) Cars
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Solid

When atoms cool  
from a liquid, they  
line up into a solid.
Ice cubes and metal 
coins are examples. 

Actual atoms are too small to see.

12) Cars
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Matter at different  
temperatures and  
pressures can be  
shaped into car parts.

Heat & Pressure

Heat Pressure

12) Cars



Now, we are ready  
to drive on and see  
how to make cars!

11

Make

12) Cars



Cars are made of matter.  
Cars are made by people and 
machines including robots.

1212) Cars



Let`s learn about  
science and the seven 
steps or processes  
to make cars.
A)  Pour
B)  Pound
C)  Cut Apart
D)  Push Form 
E)  Spot Weld
F)  Paint
G)  Put together

13

Processes

12) Cars



A) Pour - Cast

14

Pour or cast, very hot  
liquid metal into a mold.

12) Cars



To make the engine, pour  
hot metal into a mold. The 
metal cools into a solid  
in the shape of the engine.

15

A) Engine

mold

12) Cars



Heat changes matter.  
Water can be ice, liquid or 
steam.  Same with metals  
but with higher temperatures.
Liquid metal cools into the  
solid engine shape.  Remove 
the mold and it looks like this.

A) Heat

16

Big holes are for pistons.  
Other holes, are for the cooling system.

12) Cars



Other car parts are cast too.

A) More Cast Parts

17

wheels gear case

Many plastic parts like 
this steering wheel 

are made ways similar 
to casting. Hot liquid 
plastic is pushed into 
molds.  It cools into  

the shape of the part.

12) Cars



Next, the piston holes in the 
engine casting are polished  
to just the right size. 

Polish

Tool

Engine

Casting makes parts of many shapes and sizes. 
Castings are not strong enough to twist. 
A new process is needed for parts that turn. 

Hold the engine in place.
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Pound or hammer forge  
hot metal into the shape  
of the top and under tools.

B) Pound - Forge

12) Cars



B) Crank Shaft
The crankshaft starts as a 
hot piece of metal.  Hammer 
the top tool and hot  
metal into the under  
tool.  This shapes the metal. 

top tool

crankshaft
(in work)

under tool

Last tools complete the shaft.

2012) Cars



B) Stronger Grains

Grains are groups of atoms.  
They form when liquid metal 
cools into a solid.  In a casting, 
atoms cool fast.  The grains 
are small and unaligned.
Forging, forces groups of  
metal atoms called grains to 
flow into the shape of the  
part.  The aligned atoms  
make the forged part stronger.
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B) More Forged Parts
Piston Rods are forged.

Piston Heads  
are forged too.
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The engine parts: the cast engine 
block; forged piston heads, rods  
and crank shaft and other parts; 
are put together or sub-assembled.

Engine Assembly

engine block  
not shown 

Piston
Heads

Piston  

Rods

Crank Shaft

12) Cars



Engine Action

24

Before we make more parts, 
let us see how an Engine works. 
Gas burns in the engine.  The 
small, brief fires push the  
Pistons down.  The Pistons  
turn the Crank Shaft.

fire
Piston 
Rod

Cran
k S

haf
t

Engi
ne Asse

mbly

Piston 
Head

More parts are needed to get  
the turning power to the tires.

end view
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Gears, change or transmit 
turning.  Gears are circles 
with teeth.  Tools cut apart 
chips to make gear teeth.  
This is similar to scissors 
cutting paper and a knife 
peeling an apple. 

C) Cut Apart - Chips

chip

12) Cars
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C) Wedge Splits

The secret is triangle,  
wedge shaped tools.  Can 
openers, pizza cutters 
and axes are examples.
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Using wedge shape cutting tools, 
Gears are cut apart from pieces  
of room temperature metal.

tool

gear

C) Cut Gears
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These gears change  
the power and speed 
output from the engine.

C) More Cut Gears
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C) Change Direction

These gears change the 
turning direction ninety  
degrees.  That is, they 
change the power from  
the engine into power  
for the tires.

But first we have to make the tires.

differential
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Layers of rubber, steel wire  
and cloth are pressed together 
in a mold to make hollow tires.

Press Tires
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Cars, ride on tires full of 
air pressure.   It makes 
the bumps in the road  
feel smoother to riders.
Now, the car has parts 
that move.  How does  
it stop?  We need  
to make the brakes.

Air Pressure

12) Cars
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Brakes stop the car.  The 
brake system includes: 
pedal; pipes; piston;  
brake fluid; pads and discs.

Brakes

disc
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Pressing on the brake  
pedal puts pressure on a 
liquid in pipes and tubes.    
The pressure moves from 
the pedal to the brakes  
to stop the car.

Next, we need a frame  
to hold all the car parts.

disc brake drum brake

Brake Pedal
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Form is to push sheet 
metal pieces into tools 
shaped like car parts.

D) Push Form-Frame Parts
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D) Sheet Metal Parts

The top tool, quickly presses  
the sheet metal into the  
under tool. This forms frame  
and other car parts like doors.

top

under

part
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The machine that makes big 
frame parts uses the weight 
of a 1,000 elephants.  Several  
tool molds are pressed at  
the same time.

D) Pressure

Pressure pushes the sheet metal  
into molds to make the frame parts.
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D) More Pressed Parts
About half of the car`s  
weight is made of press 
formed parts.  
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 Next, need to join  
all the frame pieces.
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Spot weld uses electricity  
to melt points in metal parts.
The liquid hot spots, cool  
and join the frame parts.

E) Spot Weld
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Robots, spot weld sheet metal pieces  
together to make the frame assembly.

Robots

E) Frame Assembly
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That is, robots with finger-like 
tools, clamp the sheet metal 
parts.  Electricity flows and 
melts a spot to join pieces  
together.  
Robots make thousands of  
spot welds to join formed  
parts into one frame assembly.

frame assembly

Electricity flows through the robot`s weld head.

12) Cars



E) Electrical Heat
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Flowing electricity makes 
heat.  The electric heater, 
toaster and this light  
bulb are more examples.

12) Cars



E) More Spot Welds

43

Other sheet metal parts like 
doors are spot welded too.

Next, the frame needs color.

Close-up
spot welds
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F) Paint
Paint the car in  
three steps: 1) Under;  
2) Middle and 3) Top Coats.
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Paint is applied onto  
the car in many layers.
First, the car is dipped 
in the undercoating. This 
helps the car not corrode.

F) Under Layer
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Next, the middle coat  
is sprayed onto the car.  
This step fills in any places 
that are not smooth.

F) Middle Layer
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 Last, several layers  
of the top coat are 
painted onto the car. 

Remember, inside atoms are two charges?

F) Top Coat
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The paint is negatively 
charged.  The car  
frame is positively  
charged.  That way,  
tiny drops of paint  
stick to the frame  
at a smooth thickness. 
The wet paint dries. 
Excess paint is recycled.

F) Charges

48

The "-" paint is  
attracted to the "+" frame.
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Paint gives cars, colors. 
Paint is also a protective 
coating for the car.   It 
keeps iron in the sheet 
metal from rusting.  

Next, we need somewhere  
to sit inside the car.

12) Cars



Seats are made this way. First, 
weave strong fibers into cloth 
fabrics. Second, cut the colored 
cloth into pieces.

Seats

50

weave
(close-up)

cut
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Third, sew the fabric  
pieces and stuffing together  
to make high wear chairs.

sew
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Other Systems

Wiring connects electricity  
to the Engine, lights & more. 

The Cooling System keeps the 
Engine from getting too hot.

Make the other systems.  This  
includes: Wiring,Cooling & Suspension.
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The Suspension System keep the 
ride smooth even over bumpy roads. 

Shock
Absorber

Next, join the car parts 
to make the complete car!
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Put together or assemble  
the car using a balance of  
humans and machines.
This automated assembly tool 
installs the major systems.

G) Put Together
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Robots do heavy lifting 
and strong assembling.

G) Robots
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People do the delicate work  
like installing Windshields.
The windshield is glued in place.

G) People
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Let`s look more at the science of 
assembly.  Parts like the engine, 
seats and wheels etc. are joined  
together or fastened with  
nuts and bolts.  
Twisting together the nuts and 
bolts is called torque.  Tight torque 
is what keeps the parts together.

G) Torque Turns
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G) More Torque
Nuts and Bolts are used to  
hold to join parts that are  
stronger than spot welds.
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Next, test the car`s quality.

Nuts and Bolts are also 
used to join parts that  
will need to be taken on 
and off again like wheels.
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The car is tested to make sure  
all the systems work properly. 

Pass Test
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Now, the car  
is complete 
and ready for 
us to drive!

Done
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Science is in every step to make cars. 
Pour the Engine with heat.  Pound 
Crank Shafts until groups of atoms 
line up.  Cut Apart gears with triangle 
tools.  Push sheet metal into molds 
with pressure to form, Frame parts. 
Spot Weld the Frame Assembly with 
many small circles of electric heat. 
Paint with charged spray.  Finally, 
Put Together the car with twisting 
torque.  Simply said, science of  
parts, processes, machines  
and people make cars. 

Conclusion
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For most of our history, we  
humans walked or rode on  
horses or in horse pulled  
carts to get around on land. 
With science, separate parts  
join together to make a self- 
moving car called an automobile. 
Cars give us freedom to go any-
where there are roads and maybe 
one day, places without roads. 
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Review

Today, Science is in every 
step that makes the parts 
and then puts them all  
together to make a car.

Pour Pound Cut apart 

Push Spot Weld Put 
Together

Paint
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Future?
In the future, will  
nano-machines assemble  
atoms to make objects  
like flying cars & space ships?

The best hope for humanity, starts  
now with people who understand  
Science, augmented on human values.
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2 STechnology, Cars
Science of Cars!

- 7 MAKE Steps

This book explains the science of how to 
make cars.  The steps are: pour, pound,  
cut apart, push form, spot weld, paint and 
finally put together the parts.  See inside, 
as science and actions are turned into cars.

eBook
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VIDEO

Science of Cars!



This book explains the Science  
of how to make cars.  The steps  
are: pour, pound, cut apart, push 
form, spot weld, paint and finally  
put together the parts.  See  
inside, as Science and actions  
are turned into cars.
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Science of Cars!
Back Cover 



With Science, we eat food, for energy.   
We use math to move our money.  We  
learn to adapt to nature!  We understand 
life`s changes.  We apply actions to  
make airplanes, autos & tech objects.
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Use a Smartphone Camera to  
read ONE QR code at a time

 to get FREE eBooks and Videos!
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No Plants,
No Food

Nature Links

Fibers to Fabrics
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Math Moves Money

Math Shapes Lines Around Us

Money   
Math VIDEO

eBook
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Life Changes
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eBook
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Science of  
Airplanes

Flight Forces

Actions to AutosScience  
of Cars!

VIDEO

VIDEO
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Alford Google Play
Author Page
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Fun
Fables
with Alford

Douglas J. Alford

Wow! Welcome to FUN FABLES with Alford!  
Where Turtles Jump, Hedgehogs Hug  
and Robins Try.  With these high energy  
and exciting stories, we learn; to share; to 
care and to be fair with ourselves & others. 

eBook VIDEO
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VIDEO
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eBookEnglish
Better Now!

“Inde	Ed” Project

Douglas J. Alford

 With these  
classes, I improve 
my English sounds  

& sentences.

I learn  
English with  

Alford Stories!

“Inde	Ed” Project

Douglas J. Alford

FREE Easy English!



Science
-Food & Forces

Ages 8 and up
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Science
Enlights

eBookScience
Enlights

scI-Q

Science ideas open our minds.  They 
explain how our everyday items work.  
This book, personalizes Science by 
making it practical, fun and easy to  
understand.  With urgency and energy, 
we see the Science inside elements,  
objects and ourselves! 

scI-Q

FREE Easy Science!
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Science

Tech
Links

 With Science, we survive!  This 
book is all about the tech basics 
for me to thrive in the cyclone 
of cyber changes that engulf 
my everyday life!

VIDEO
 Tech Links

FREE Easy Tech!
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More FREE Alford Stories

scI-Q!  FREE Videos on YouTube

FreEnglish!  FREE Videos on YouTube

Alford Google Play
Author Page

 FREE eBooks on Google Play 
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“Indē	Ed”
Project
Catalog

Douglas J. Alford
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Millions of FREE Alford eBooks given 
away as part of the  Independent  
Education or “Indē	Ed”	Project. 



With this book, Science is easy  
to understand and apply in our lives!
Science explains how life changes.  
We explore space with Science!
It turns: Cotton to Clothes;  Forces to 
Flights; and Actions into Automobiles.
Science is energy, actions, and  
every day objects!   See inside for more!


